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kart' 26, 1942 

Mr./Clement I. . 
Z4itOr„ Picture 
114 F. Sand. St. 
Nee/tork, 

hope Allan has given you the messageI asked him to deliver, =pi 
and apologizing for my failure to answer your letter sooner. It has 	a 
physical impossibility 

It was my hope that I'd be able to sit down and think for a while. of stories 
that you might be able to use. While 1 haven't been able to do any deep 
thinking or mah etuseking armed*  1  have sine speaking to you jotted down 
a few things Allah follow. when I get a better idea of what you have in 
mind maybe 	be able to be mars helpful. 

Some time wheat ago, about September of last year, I sold CLICK a story on 
"Tile Coming Nuropean'NeSelutica" .which they paid for but have never use& 
suppose the same test couldn't be used, but some of it might be, in a 
different form. ?here.vere some pictures 1 gat at that time, most of which 
hadn't been used before*  that I thought pretty good. The pictures could be 
teed without such a story, with a tart dealing with the nasty things the 
ere doing, what we're fighting against, how they ate fighting the Nazis, 
whet has happened-sine. the freewirerld Victory campaign started. There were 
*ems good, unfekod pictures taken by  the Norwegian Underground, showing the 
pirating of Norway's food, bow the Y **bole were used in a manner making 
eradication impossible, sees funerals for felled - NAF-men, flowers throughout 

'the winter on their graves. Thare•were also scale samples of the literature 
of the underground in various countries. There wee also the actual negative 
of the Manifesto of Freedom of the Vont* Undergronnd. *high held a real coevals,- 
tion with representatives of 2,000 groups without detection by the Gestapo. By 
this time some of this may have appeared without my knowledge. In any event, 
I'm confident that I can obtain what I haven't pictures of now. 

If you are interested in the unamerican activitie,Jz of the Dies committee, 
have followed their work carefully (writing a book) and can supply .you with 
auite a bit. I consider them a real menace today and can show how they are 
making theme lose am ever-mowing danger to this country. I can document 
entisemitiam, plagatism*  pro*fascist negligence and thihgs like that. 

There may be a story for you in the current grand-juries. on sedition and pro-
Nazi activity, though the Life piece may have taken the edge off for picture 
magazines. I have some samples of some of the publications being investigated 
that have never been used and believe. I can obtain additional samples. Souse 
of theta are very cute. 
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Nazis in Congress- not members of a Nazi party but Members Who have loaned the n-selves to the Nazi propaganda machine ( not tbe franking stuff, but by the inclusion of Nazi and. native fascist stuff in the Congressional Record).M1N I have or can get samples on Therkeleon, ex-member from Montana, Son. 'Tandem-berg, Reps, Hoffman, Weedruffosnd possible others, like Day, Reynolds,  tiolman, etc. - 

I think I  have some Polley stuff that hasn't been used, including a spy reper  anti-semitic in nature, locating all the arms and ammunition in Hollywood, in the movie studios. 

Edward Janes Smythe has written same letters of ehicb I have copies as yet unused anywhere. one or tvo of these may yet send him to jail. Also, and also unused, he was protected by the Dies ccmittee, wbiob got his files and supresse4 them. Alsopts couple of handbills of Smythe's, annotated by other native nazis. 4n this connection, I believe it possible to do a story ino4ng that the Christian Front could have been exposed by Dies before it grew into that form had it not been for his "ngeligenter. 4  have bills to the committee fOr.testimony it took on the forerunners of this ung in 1938, but never used. 
There is a new paper, unexposed, printigg in Chicago in the Osman language, running seditious stuff about Lend-Lease for America. 1 haven't seen it but know *here I can obtain copies, I think. 

4  have a couple of Nazi maps which show that Hitler in his course of conquest followed a plan laid down by earlier German imperialists. His path follows the path of German colonization over a period of decades. Also = map taken frogs a German soldier n the Army of occupAion in Czechoslovakia showing the sequence of conquest. 1 have never seen this gape used, but nob Rogers thought he had seen it used someplace, be couldn't remember where. Allan was cults interested in themes. 

I think a good story could be done on Alien Mammies, showing firtt that some of th s group are materially helping the war effort and on the other band that the indicted or convicted spies of this ear have been for the moan part not aliens but native or naturalized citizens. 

There's a new angle on capital-labor relations that I don't believe has been told, and that's the effort of unions to get contract for medium and mall sized businesses. Some of them have send delegations here, others have opeted offices here for the purpose of helping the boss out, etc. Unity. 
There's a new type of house-building t I hope to build one for myself) that's  cheaper, faster, mere permanent, etc. that hasn't been written of so far as I know. It's a kind of one-piece reinforced concrete and pleat c affair ( not the balione ) using a minimum of priority materials and incorporating quite aftm innovations. This kind of construction may get a shot in the arm from the war and housing shortage. it is not refabricated or demountable. Workers can have miming pools on the roof, things like that, and own their lend and a four room kitchen and baths and garage house, ready to move into, for less than f4,000.00 Which is cheap. 

Also sort of housing- the  government is putting up office buildings in 18 days. 
It think it would be poteible t do a pretty fair picture story 

on this if you are interested* 



The Fare Security Administration. has done a smash-bang housing job with the 
trailers it rushes all around the country for ti'. temporary as of defense 
or ruther vex wor ere. I haven no recollection of seing such a picture story. 

Another story I was working en for CLICK is a picture story on what we're 
fighting tor. I can get all the pictures still. They never got thee because 
the whole thing same to end before i was finished. 

There are maey picture possibilities at the Farm Security Administration. 
lust recently Green and tifurrary have petitioned Congress for a restoration 
of the ?SA appropriation cuts. 

The goverment is prosecuting peonage and slavery eau, in the South, that is, 
the D.J.,  is, and ttrt 4dght make a story. 

In spite of the recent sue current publicity on certeel sad patents deals 
with the Mamie, I think there will still be story possibilities, but I think 
this might weit until we meet ( remember, you said you might be down mon?).. 

Alse‘ there she have been some Soviet photographs that I know 'were taken that 
I have never seen used here that you might be able to get. Actually, I can net 
get thee for you, but you should be able to get them from Sovfbto in N.T. 
Guerilla warfare is what I have particylarly in mind. It may or may net 
appeal to you, -but I believe Soviet writers could be gotten to send you a 
fewpietes. I notice that some of them are writing far the papers, or at least 
have appeared in the papem here. 

Mona Ott this its ametifies; Allan's praise, but maybe 'w  11 be able to work some-
thiog put. 

Of caSse, there's lot of government stuff kickiag around, almost anything 
you/innt that isn't a secret, There may be one or two toehr things that I've 
foVga*kee, 

Yours 

Harold Weisberg 


